Jaideep Prabhu, Professor of Marketing and Indian Business, Judge Business School, University of Cambridge, UK (keynote speaker - ESSC 2017)

"The European Social Services Conference was one of the most unique, interesting and interactive conferences I've ever attended. The venue, delegates, sessions and organisation were superb. I would highly recommend it to anyone with an interest in how social services in Europe and elsewhere can transform the lives of individuals and communities."

Fiona Keogh, Senior Research Fellow, Centre for Economic and Social Research in Dementia, National University of Ireland, Galway (workshop presenter - ESSC 2017)

"Congratulations on a great conference. I've been at a number of big international conferences and this was one of the most professional and friendly, with great content. Well done to the team who went out of their way polite and helpful. I had a great experience and really enjoyed our workshop session."

Charlotte de Vilmorin, Founder, Wheeliz (keynote speaker & service user – ESSC 2017)

"The conference was so rich in connectors and opportunities. I won no doubt that it will help Wheeliz scale up internationally."

Will Hayward, Member of the ESN Policy team (and taking part in his first conference)

"One of my highlights of the European Social Services Conference 2017 was being able to attend the 'In Your Shoes: Supporting teenagers through a user-friendly, digital app' workshop by the City of Aarhus, Denmark. What made the workshop memorable was the 'in your shoes' game where as participants, we get into groups to relify being a young person helped by wearing baseball caps provided to everyone! It was a great way to understand a young person's perspective and a lot of fun too."

Jean-Paul Raymond, Director of Social Services, City of Paris, France (keynote speaker - ESSC 2017)

"I was delighted to take part in the European Social Services Conference 2017. I would like to warmly thank you for the organisation, welcome, the quality of presentations and for the inspiring experience."

Vice-Minister Domene, Regional Ministry for Equality and Social Services of Andalucía (future host – ESSC 2018)

"On behalf of the Regional Ministry for Equality and Social Services of Andalucía, we wish to convey our most sincere congratulations for the excellent work carried out during the European Social Services Conference 2017. The overall quality of the conference together with the diverse and interesting topics during the workshops and parallel sessions have been of great value for us."